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Abstract

Article

Global climate change has a significant effect on extreme environments and a profound influence on species survival.
However, little is known of the genome-wide pattern of livestock adaptations to extreme environments over a short time
frame following domestication. Sheep (Ovis aries) have become well adapted to a diverse range of agroecological zones,
including certain extreme environments (e.g., plateaus and deserts), during their post-domestication (approximately 8–9
kya) migration and differentiation. Here, we generated whole-genome sequences from 77 native sheep, with an average
effective sequencing depth of 5 for 75 samples and 42 for 2 samples. Comparative genomic analyses among sheep
in contrasting environments, that is, plateau (>4,000 m above sea level) versus lowland (<100 m), high-altitude region
(>1500 m) versus low-altitude region (<1300 m), desert (<10 mm average annual precipitation) versus highly humid
region (>600 mm), and arid zone (<400 mm) versus humid zone (>400 mm), detected a novel set of candidate genes as
well as pathways and GO categories that are putatively associated with hypoxia responses at high altitudes and water
reabsorption in arid environments. In addition, candidate genes and GO terms functionally related to energy metabolism
and body size variations were identified. This study offers novel insights into rapid genomic adaptations to extreme
environments in sheep and other animals, and provides a valuable resource for future research on livestock breeding in
response to climate change.
Key words: extreme environment, rapid adaptation, Ovis aries, whole-genome sequencing, climate change.

Introduction
Global climate change has a considerable impact on organisms, including livestock (Brown and Funk 2008; Hoffmann
2010). In particular, the influence of climate change on living

organisms is exacerbated at the interface of extreme environments, such as on plateaus and in desert regions (Easterling
et al. 2000). Within this context, it is important to understand
the genetic basis of well-adapted local livestock breeds in
extreme environments to develop appropriate breeding
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structure and demographic history of these animals was performed based on genomic data.

Results and Discussion
Genomic Variants
We generated the genomic sequences of 77 native sheep and,
for genomic comparison and as phylogenetic outgroups,
three wild species of the subfamily Caprinae, viz O. a.
musimon, Ovis ammon polii and Capra ibex (one animal
from each species). This yielded 1,150 Gb of aligned highquality genomic data at a total of 438 effective sequence
depth for the subsequent analyses.
An average of 94.66% (92.14–95.30%) of the SNPs identified in the 77 native sheep were validated in the sheep dbSNP
database (supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material
online), indicating the high reliability of the called SNP variations in this study (e.g., Park et al. 2015). For the 3,720,550
SNPs not confirmed by dbSNP database, 1,582,868 SNPs were
further validated by their presence in 2–77 individuals of the
samples. Of the common SNPs for our sequencing data and
the Ovine 50K Beadchip array in the 33 native sheep (7,200–
15,016 SNPs in each individual), an average 95.51% (89.46–96.
21%) of the SNP genotypes were consistent (supplementary
table S4 and fig. S1, Supplementary Material online), thereby
demonstrating the high quality of our SNP calling. The 4.49%
discrepancy was resulted from genotyping errors and missing
data in the whole genome sequencing process (supplementary
table S5, Supplementary Material online). Moreover, a
large number of shared SNPs (15.58–17.48 million) between different sheep groups from different regions (i.e.,
Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau, Yunnan–Kweichow Plateau,
Northern and Eastern China; supplementary table S6,
Supplementary Material online) also support for the validity of the SNP calling.
We obtained 21.26 million high-quality SNPs for 77 native
sheep, 2.77 million for O. a. musimon, 4.71 million for O. a.
polii, and 10.10 million for C. ibex (supplementary table S7,
Supplementary Material online). There were 15.81 million
high-quality SNPs unique to the native sheep (supplementary
table S7, Supplementary Material online). Based on one individual per species, the overall numbers of SNPs per bp in the
exonic, intronic, intergenic regions and chromosomes of domestic sheep (averaged over 77 individuals) were higher than
those of O. a. musimon, but lower than those of O. a. polii and
C. ibex (supplementary table S8, Supplementary Material online). Of the three identified genetic groups of native sheep,
Northern and Eastern Chinese breeds possessed the largest
amounts of the total (19,227,904) and unique (784,796) SNPs
(supplementary table S6 and fig. S2A, Supplementary Material
online), indicating their overall relatively high genomic diversity and early population history (Lv et al. 2015). Most of
the high-quality SNPs in the individual genome of sheep
were located in intergenic regions (2.678 million, 71.83%),
with only 0.76% (0.028 million) located in exonic regions
(supplementary table S8, Supplementary Material online).
A total of 11,167 nonsynonymous SNPs and 16,879 synonymous SNPs were located within exons, which resulted in a
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programs under scenarios of future climate change (Howden
et al. 2007; Lobell et al. 2008). After domestication in the
Fertile Crescent 8,000–9,000 years ago (8–9 kya; Legge
1996), sheep (Ovis aries) spread and became adapted to a
wide range of agroecological conditions, especially those distributed on plateaus or in desert regions, which are sensitive
to climate change (Easterling et al. 2000; Lv et al. 2014). Thus,
these animals provide an excellent model to gain novel insights into genetic mechanisms underlying the rapid adaptations of livestock to extreme environments within a short
period of time.
In recent years, to characterize adaptive genetic variations,
whole-genome sequencing studies have been performed on a
wide range of organisms that live in harsh or extreme environments (Simonson et al. 2010; Mackelprang et al. 2011;
Scheinfeldt et al. 2012; Cho et al. 2013; Ge et al. 2013; Ma
et al. 2013; Qu et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2014). Studies conducted
on livestock are limited, although they include work on
adaptations to high altitudes in yak (Bos grunniens; Qiu
et al. 2012), Tibetan mastiff (Canis lupus familiaris; Gou
et al. 2014) and Tibetan chicken (Wang et al. 2015), hot
and arid environments in goat and sheep (Kim et al. 2016),
severe desert conditions in domestic Bactrian camel (Jirimutu
et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2014) and subarctic cold environments in
Yakutian horse (Librado et al. 2015). However, to our knowledge, no study has characterized the rapid genetic adaptations of livestock to various extreme environments based on
whole-genome sequences.
Out of the dispersal center in the Mongolian region,
Chinese native sheep breeds only have diverged for several
thousands of years (e.g., Lv et al. 2015). Previous investigations
showed significant differences in hematologic parameters
(e.g., erythrocyte count, hematocrit, and hemoglobin; Jiang
et al. 1991; Liu and Chen 2006) and body size (Du 2011)
between Tibetan sheep on the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau
and those at relatively low altitudes as well as robust morphology (i.e., good body constitution; Du 2011) in sheep originating from the Taklimakan Desert region.
In this study, we sequenced the whole genomes of 77
sheep (O. aries) including those from habitats in extreme
(or harsh) environments: Tibetan areas on the Qinghai–
Tibetan Plateau (defined as ‘plateau’, altitude >4,000 m above
sea level), high-altitude region (altitude >1,500 m),
Taklimakan Desert region (defined as ‘desert’, average annual
precipitation <10 mm), and arid zone (<400 mm, representing arid and semi-arid regions; Piao et al. 2010; fig. 1A and B,
supplementary tables S1 and S2, Supplementary Material online). The set of samples represented 21 native breeds of different genetic and geographic origins in China
(supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online).
Through comparisons of the genomes of sheep from extreme
environments with those from contrasting environments, we
aimed to identify the candidate genes, functional Gene
Ontology (GO) categories and signaling pathways responsible
for the rapid adaptations (i.e., over thousands of years) of
sheep to plateau and desert environments. In addition, to
elucidate the evolutionary history of Chinese native sheep,
a comprehensive analysis of the genomic diversity, population
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FIG. 1. Geographic distribution and population genetics analyses of 21 native sheep breeds. (A) Sampling sites in this study. A total of 77 Chinese
sheep representing 21 native breeds were included. The elevation (m) of the study area is also visualized. (B) Geographic variation of the annual
mean precipitation (mm). Precipitation data during the 21 years from 1981 to 2001 were retrieved from the Abdus Salam International Center for
Theoretical Physics, Italy (ICTP, https://www.ictp.it, last accessed January 5, 2015). The 200, 400, and 800 mm average annual precipitation lines are
also visualized. (C) Diagram of the average shared SNPs between O. aries individuals as well as between O. aries individuals and the individuals of the
three wild species (O. a. musimon, O. a. polii, and C. ibex). (D) Decay of linkage disequilibrium (LD) in the Chinese native sheep breeds, with one line
per breed. (E) NJ tree constructed using p-distances between individuals. The three wild species are used as outgroups. (F) Principal components 1
and 2 for the 77 native sheep. (G) Population genetic structure of the 77 native sheep inferred from the program FRAPPE v1.1. The length of each
colored segment represents the proportion of the individual genome inferred from ancestral populations (K ¼ 2–4). See supplementary table S1,
Supplementary Material online for the abbreviations of the breeds and individuals.
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Patterns of Genomic Variation and Linkage
Disequilibrium
The genome-wide average hp value for the native sheep was
2.28  103 (1.9–2.5  103), which was within the ranges of
the parameters for other animals and humans (supplementary
table S14, Supplementary Material online). The genomic variation parameters [average hp value, average number of regions of homozygosity (ROHs) and mean ROH size] for the
three sheep groups showed congruent patterns. In other
words, the Northern and Eastern Chinese breeds showed
the greatest genomic diversity (hp) and exhibited the fewest
ROH number (879) and the smallest average ROH size (171.
34 kb), whereas the lowest genomic variations were observed in the breeds from the Yunnan–Kweichow Plateau
(supplementary tables S15 and S16 and fig. S2B–G,
Supplementary Material online). Inbred individuals were
not observed in the 77 native sheep samples according to
the IBS score (IBS <0.9). The breeds from the Qinghai–

Tibetan Plateau (e.g., ZLZ and ZCD) and the Yunnan–
Kweichow Plateau (e.g., WNS and SPS) showed an overall
slow decay rate and a high level of LD, whereas the breeds
from Northern and Eastern China exhibited a rapid decay
rate and a low level of LD (fig. 1D). The differences in the
genome-wide LD patterns between breeds likely reflected
larger effective population sizes (Ne) for the Northern and
Eastern Chinese breeds compared with the other breeds.
Overall, the patterns of genomic diversity and LD strongly
suggested a northern origin for Chinese sheep, from which
Qinghai–Tibetan and Yunnan–Kweichow breeds were subsequently derived. This result is consistent with the migration routes of eastern Eurasian sheep, being from northern
China to southern China, which were deduced in our recent
mitogenomic study (Lv et al. 2015).

Population Genetic Structure
The neighbor-joining (NJ) tree revealed strong clustering of
the native sheep into three genetic groups that presented a
low level of genetic differentiation (mean FST ¼ 0.014–0.040;
supplementary table S17, Supplementary Material online):
Qinghai–Tibetan breeds (n ¼ 29, ZCD, ZNQ, ZRK, ZLZ,
GDS, GZS, and MXS), Yunnan–Kweichow breeds (n ¼ 20,
TCS, WNS, SPS, and DQS) and Northern and Eastern
Chinese breeds (n ¼ 28, BRK, LOP, NMS, HUS, WDS, ALS,
BYK, KAZ, HTS, and TSK; fig. 1E, supplementary fig. S3,
Supplementary Material online). A principal component
analysis (PCA) and a Bayesian model-based clustering analysis
provided additional corroborating evidence for these
groupings (fig. 1F and G, supplementary figs. S4 and S5,
Supplementary Material online). In the clustering analysis,
when K ¼ 2, the native sheep were genetically divided
into the Yunnan–Kweichow breeds and the remaining
breeds; when K ¼ 4, the Northern and Eastern Chinese
breeds, the Qinghai–Tibetan breeds and population
ZLZ of the Tibetan sheep formed three additional genetic
clusters (fig. 1G). We observed a clear signature of genetic
admixture between the sheep breeds from the Qinghai–
Tibetan Plateau and Northern and Eastern China as well
as genetic introgression from Northern and Eastern
Chinese breeds into the Yunnan–Kweichow breeds (fig.
1G, supplementary fig. S5, Supplementary Material online). Compared with the traditional view that Chinese
native sheep were derived from three old breeds (i.e.,
Kazakh, Mongolian and Tibetan sheep; Du 2011), our results
provided evidence that breeds from the Qinghai–Tibetan
Plateau, Yunnan–Kweichow Plateau, and Northern and
Eastern China are genetically distinct (fig. 1G). This finding
is consistent with a recent study on 10 representative
Chinese sheep breeds genotyped using the 50K SNP
Beadchip (Wei et al. 2015).

Demographic History and Population Admixture
The two high-coverage samples (ZNQ24 and LOP41)
exhibited concordant demographic trajectories, with two apparent expansions and two severe bottlenecks that mirrored
the glacial cycles and sea level fluctuations that affected the
areas (fig. 2A). The first bottleneck occurred 0.6 Mya
2579
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nonsynonymous/synonymous ratio of 0.662. This ratio was
within the range of ratios (0.40–1.42) for humans and other
animals (e.g., mouflon, argali, ibex, and goat; supplementary
table S9, Supplementary Material online).
There were 15.98% (10.40–27.56%) of SNPs shared
between individuals within breeds, 14.20% (8.86–26.41%) between breeds, 11.08% (9.13–13.05%) for O. aries–O. a. musimon, 7.87% (6.28–10.13%) for O. aries–O. a. polii, and 1.60%
(1.32–2.07%) for O. aries–O. a. musimon–O. a. polii (fig. 1C).
For the three wild species, the shared proportions of SNPs
were 6.93%, 2.65%, 4.28%, and 0.64% for O. a. musimon–O. a.
polii, O. a. musimon–C. ibex, O. a. polii–C. ibex and O. a.
musimon–O. a. polii-C. ibex, respectively. These statistics
showed the proportions of SNPs with a given taxonomic
range (i.e., Ovine species, O. aries and breeds) and thus of
different origins (i.e., from predating the divergence of ovine
species to predomestic, and then to postdating breed divergence). Moreover, O. aries–O. aries showed the largest average
number of shared SNPs per pair of individuals, followed by
O. aries–O. a. musimon, O. aries–O. a. polii, and O. aries–C. ibex
(supplementary table S7, Supplementary Material online).
The average numbers of private SNPs per pair of individuals
ranged from 2.11 million for O. aries–O. a. musimon to 9.77
million for O. a. musimon–C. ibex (supplementary table S10,
Supplementary Material online).
In addition, we identified an average of 264,871 indels
(<100 bp) per individual for the native sheep, 192,315 for
O. a. musimon, 354,619 for O. a. polii and 755,867 for C. ibex
(supplementary table S11, Supplementary Material online).
For the two high-coverage samples (ZNQ24 and LOP41),
we detected 177,371 copy number variations (CNVs,
200 bp–5 Mb; Freeman et al. 2006) (supplementary table
S12, Supplementary Material online) and 156,134 structural
variations (SVs, 100 bp–chromosome level; Alkan et al. 2011)
which included insertions, deletions, inversions, intrachromosomal translocations and inter-chromosomal translocations (supplementary table S13, Supplementary Material
online). Most of the indels, CNVs and SVs were located in
intergenic regions.
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(million years ago; fig. 2A) and is consistent with the
Naynayxungla glaciation (0.78–0.50 Mya), which was the
most extensive glaciation during the Quaternary Period
(Zheng et al. 2002; Lehmkuhl and Owen 2005; Ehlers and
Gibbard 2007). At that time, the sea level frequently fluctuated and was maintained at an overall low level (fig. 2A). After
the retreat of the Naynayxungla glaciation, the ancestral
sheep population expanded and reached a pinnacle
(0.18 Mya; fig. 2A) during the Penultimate glaciation
(0.30–0.13 Mya; Zheng et al. 2002; Lehmkuhl and Owen
2005; Ehlers and Gibbard 2007). The cold-climate interval
and rising sea level at this stage could have contributed to
a population expansion because an increase in grassland was
2580

likely under such environmental conditions (Lorenzen et al.
2011). The second bottleneck (70 kya; fig. 2A) was detected
towards the end of the interglacial period (0.13–0.07 Mya;
Zheng et al. 2002; Lehmkuhl and Owen 2005; Ehlers and
Gibbard 2007), which presented environmental conditions
similar to that of the present (Orlando et al. 2013). The ancestral sheep population size then peaked again at 15 kya
during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) because the glaciations were less extensive and the grasslands had expanded
(Zheng et al. 2002; Lehmkuhl and Owen 2005; Ehlers and
Gibbard 2007; fig. 2A). Subsequently, the population size gradually decreased to a small number (fig. 2A), which was most
likely the result of climate warming and associated grassland
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FIG. 2. Demographic history of the sheep population. (A) PSMC analysis results for the representative individuals sequenced at a high read
coverage (42) exhibit inferred variations in Ne over the last 106 years. The Ne of mouflon, argali, ibex, dog, horse, and wild boar are also rescaled.
The glaciation periods, atmospheric surface air temperature ( C) and global relative sea level data over the last 106 years are included. (B) @ a@ i
analysis showing the demographic history of Chinese native sheep from 4,000 years ago to the present. Two population divergences occurred at
3,272 (t1) and 2,134 (t2) years ago. The average number of migrants per year between groups is shown between the black arrows. (C) Phylogenetic
network of the inferred relationships among the 21 native breeds with three inter-group migration edges. The colored regions in the phylogenetic
tree represent three inferred genetic groups. Arrows indicate migration events, and a spectrum of heat colors indicate the migration weights of the
migration events. The scale bar shows 10 the average standard error of the entries in the sample covariance matrix. NEC, Northern and Eastern
Chinese breeds; QT, Qinghai–Tibetan breeds; YK, Yunnan–Kweichow breeds. For the abbreviations of the breeds, see supplementary table S1,
Supplementary Material online.
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model with five migration events (supplementary fig. S7,
Supplementary Material online). In the model, we observed
three migration edges among clusters from Northern and
Eastern China to the Yunnan–Kweichow Plateau, from the
Yunnan–Kweichow Plateau to the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau
and from the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau to Northern and
Eastern China (fig. 2C). This result is consistent with the
inter-group gene flow found in the @a@i analysis and the
genetic admixture between sheep groups observed in the
genetic structure analysis.

Genome-Wide Selective Sweep Test
Using the top 5% of FST values and hp ratio cutoffs
(Z(FST) > 1.834, 1.859, 1.731, and 1.823 and log2(hp ratio) > 0.352, 0.277, 0.247 and 0.198 for the Control group
(HUS and WDS from Eastern China; see supplementary table
S1, Supplementary Material online)/Tibetan group, Control
group/Taklimakan Desert group, Low-altitude group/High-altitude group and Humid group/Arid group, respectively; figs.
3A and 4A), we identified 731 candidate genes associated
with plateau adaptations (>4,000 m; supplementary table
S20, Supplementary Material online), 452 candidate genes
associated with desert adaptations (average annual precipitation <10 mm; supplementary table S21, Supplementary
Material online), 465 candidate genes involved in highaltitude adaptations (>1,500 m; supplementary table S22,
Supplementary Material online) and 603 candidate genes involved in arid adaptations (average annual precipitation <400 mm; supplementary table S23, Supplementary
Material online) for the native sheep. In addition, 261 (top
5% outliers, XP-EHH value >1.076) and 145 genes (top 5%
outliers, XP-EHH value >0.897) were positively selected in XPEHH analysis, and 147 (top 1% outliers, log10(P) >0.433)
and 95 genes (top 1% outliers, log10(P) >0.456) were positively selected in LFMM analysis regarding the plateau and
desert environments, respectively. Overall, 112 and 75 genes
were positively selected across all the four methods under the
plateau and desert environments, respectively (figs. 5 and 6,
supplementary tables S20 and S21, Supplementary Material
online).
The phylogenetic tree reconstructed based on the SNPs of
the candidate genes of Tibetan sheep showed that most of the
77 native sheep (71/77, 92.21%) were correctly assigned into
separated clades between the high-altitude (i.e., the Qinghai–
Tibetan Plateau and Yunnan–Kweichow Plateau) and lowaltitude regions (supplementary fig. S8A, Supplementary
Material online). Similarly, the phylogenetic tree that included
the SNPs of the candidate genes of breeds from the Taklimakan
Desert region largely divided the 77 sheep (74/77, 96.10%) into
two clades between arid (i.e., average annual precipitation <200 mm) and non-arid regions (supplementary fig.
S8B, Supplementary Material online). This topological pattern
was different from that inferred from the genome-wide SNPs
(fig. 1E), which supported the credibility of the candidate
genes under selection. Regarding the large-effect SNP analyses of the two categories of candidate genes, we observed
significantly (P < 0.05) higher frequency differences between the contrasting groups than between the other
2581
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contractions after the LGM (Lorenzen et al. 2011). Despite
relatively low estimates of Ne, the pairwise sequentially
Markovian coalescent (PSMC) results for the low-coverage
samples (supplementary fig. S6, Supplementary Material online) showed demographic trends that were consistent with
those inferred from the two high-coverage samples (fig. 2A).
In general, our findings are consistent with previous results,
indicating historical population expansion events for Chinese
sheep as inferred from mtDNA sequence variability (Wang
et al. 2007; Zhao et al. 2013). Compared with other animals
(e.g., horse, Orlando et al. 2013; wild boar, Li et al. 2013; dog,
Freedman et al. 2014; mouflon, argali, and ibex in this study),
the demographic trend of sheep is most similar to horse (e.g.,
close timings of peaks and bottlenecks; fig. 2A) and mouflon
(supplementary fig. S6, Supplementary Material online).
These similar demographic trends might have been attributed to the similar habitat requirements for these herbivores. The differences in demographic shapes such as the
extent of the changes in effective population sizes and timing
of expansion/contraction were observed between sheep and
the two wild Caprinae species (i.e., argali and ibex; supplemen
tary fig. S6, Supplementary Material online). This may result
from smaller Ne and higher susceptibility to environmental
changes (e.g., habitat fragmentation) of the wild herbivores
compared with sheep and various environmental fluctuations
in geographic regions where they inhabited.
Among the five diffusion approximation for demographic
inference (@a@i) models tested, model 3 achieved a maximum log-likelihood value of 16643 and was selected as
the optimal model (supplementary table S18,
Supplementary Material online). This model showed that
Northern and Eastern Chinese breeds diverged from the remaining breeds 3,200 years ago, with an estimated Ne of
24,220 for Northern and Eastern Chinese breeds and 498 for
the other breeds (fig. 2B, supplementary table S19,
Supplementary Material online). Approximately 2,100 years
ago, breeds in areas other than Northern and Eastern China
further diverged into the Qinghai–Tibetan breeds and
Yunnan–Kweichow breeds, both of which have gradually increased and exhibited estimated Ne values from 2,881 to 5,122
and 1,707 to 2,667, respectively (fig. 2B, supplementary table
S19, Supplementary Material online). The current Ne value for
Northern and Eastern Chinese breeds is 4,873, which has obviously decreased since their initial appearance (24,220; fig. 2B,
supplementary table S19, Supplementary Material online).
An overall low to moderate level of gene flow (0.082–11.
791 migrants per year) was detected between the sheep
groups (fig. 2B, supplementary table S19, Supplementary
Material online).
The maximum-likelihood (ML) tree without migration
events inferred from the TreeMix analysis divided the 77 native sheep into three clusters (fig. 2C), which are similar to the
population structuring patterns identified from the phylogenetic tree, PCA and genetic structure analysis (fig. 1E–G).
When potential migration edges (i.e., migration events between the branches) were added to the ML tree, strong migration events were detected among the three clusters. Up to
98.77% of the variance between breeds was explained by a
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FIG. 3. Genomic regions with strong selective signals in Tibetan sheep. (A) Distribution of log2(hp ratios) and Z(FST) values calculated in 100-kb
sliding windows with 50-kb increments between Tibetan group (including breeds ZNQ, ZCD, and ZRK from the plateau environment) and control
group (including breeds HUS and WDS from East China). The data points in red (corresponding to the top 5% of the empirical log2(hp ratios) ratio
distribution with values >0.35 and the top 5% of the empirical Z(FST) distribution with values >1.83) are genomic regions under selection in
Tibetan sheep. (B) Comparison between the overlap of candidate genes and the overlap expected by chance. Numbers in the intersection regions
are the observed overlapping genes among the candidate genes in Tibetan sheep, sheep breeds from the high-altitude regions and the predefined
gene panel (i.e., the previously published candidate genes in other mammalian species under the high-altitude environment, including human,
dog, wolf, yak, pig, and Tibetan antelope). Numbers in parentheses show the number of genes expected by chance. The total numbers of genes for
the sheep and the gene panel involved in the test are 18,013 and 65,029, respectively. (C) log2(hp ratios) and FST values around the SOCS2 locus. The
black and red lines represent the log2(hp ratios) and FST values, respectively. (D) Tajima’s D values around the SOCS2 locus. The blue and purple
lines represent the Tibetan sheep and control sheep, respectively. (E) Evolutionary analysis of the SOCS2 gene. The inter-species NJ tree is derived
from the 12 vertebrate orthologous sequences, and the mutations are marked in red. O. aries M., namely O. arise mutant, represents Tibetan sheep
in which the mutations were observed. O. aries W., namely O. aries wild, refers to other sheep breeds in which the nucleotides were conserved. (F)
Gene expression of SOCS2 in different sheep tissues is based on four different experiments deposited in the EBI Gene Expression Atlas database. The
FPKM (fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads) value is used to measure the expression level.

pairwise groups (supplementary fig. S9, Supplementary
Material online). Moreover, the Z(FST) values (supplementary
fig. S10, Supplementary Material online) and log2(hp ratio)
values (supplementary fig. S11, Supplementary Material online) were much higher for the selected genomic regions of
the sheep from the plateau region, desert region, high-altitude
2582

area and arid zone than the values at the whole-genome level.
Compared with the overlap expected from chance, there was
a significant excess of overlapping selective signals shared between the candidate genes identified here and the predefined
gene panel (i.e., the previously published candidate genes in
other mammalian species under similar extreme
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FIG. 4. Genomic regions with strong selective signals in sheep breeds from the Taklimakan Desert region. (A) Distribution of log2(hp ratios) and
Z(FST) values calculated in 100-kb sliding windows with 50-kb increments between Taklimakan Desert group (including breeds LOP and BRK from
the desert environment) and control group (including breeds HUS and WDS from East China). The data points in red (corresponding to the top 5%
of empirical log2(hp ratios) ratio distribution with values >0.28 and the top 5% of empirical Z(FST) distribution with values >1.86) are genomic
regions under selection in the sheep breeds from the Taklimakan Desert region. (B) Comparison between the overlap of candidate genes and the
overlap expected by chance. Numbers in the intersection regions are the observed overlapping genes among the candidate genes in sheep breeds
from the Taklimakan Desert region, sheep breeds from the arid regions and the predefined gene panel (i.e., the previously published candidate
genes in other mammalian species under the arid environment, including Bactrian camel). Numbers in parentheses show the number of genes
expected by chance. The total numbers of genes for sheep and Bactrian camel involved in the test are 18,013 and 20,251, respectively. (C) log2(hp
ratios) and FST values around the GPX3 locus. The black and red lines represent log2(hp ratios) and FST values, respectively. (D) Tajima’s D values
around the GPX3 locus. The blue and purple lines represent the Taklimakan Desert sheep and control sheep, respectively. (E) Allele frequencies of
six SNPs within the GPX3 gene across Chinese native sheep breeds. The desert breeds include BRK and LOP, whereas the non-desert breeds
comprise all other breeds. (F) Gene expression of GPX3 in different sheep tissues is based on four different experiments deposited in the EBI Gene
Expression Atlas database. The FPKM (fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads) value is used to measure the expression level.
For the abbreviations of the breeds, see supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online.

environments; figs. 3B and 4B). Similarly, the number of overlapping candidate genes among the FST, hp ratio, XP-EHH, and
LFMM analyses significantly exceeded those expected by
chance (figs. 5C and 6C). These results provided further support that the candidate genes were reliable.

Adaptive Mechanisms in Plateau Environments
Among the candidate genes for the plateau adaptations, five
(IFNGR2, MAPK4, NOX4, SLC2A4, and PDK1) were located in
the classical HIF-1 (hypoxia-induced factors) pathway, which
plays a central role in regulating cellular responses to hypoxia
2583
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FIG. 5. Analysis of the signatures of positive selection in the genome of Tibetan sheep. Genomic landscape of the (A) XP-EHH values and (B)
P-values in the LFMM analysis in the genome of Tibetan sheep. The genes visualized in (A) and (B) are the candidate genes from the signaling
pathways of Tibetan sheep in fig. 7A. (C) Number of candidate genes identified in Tibetan sheep by the four methods listed in each of the Venn
diagram components. Numbers in parentheses show the number of genes expected by chance.

(Frede and Fandrey 2013); four were found in the corresponding downstream vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF;
RRAS and MAPK4) and glycolysis/gluconeogenesis (KIF2A
and KHSRP) pathways; and five (ARHGEF19, STK17A,
MAPK4, PPP1R1A and PRKG1) were found in the vascular
smooth muscle contraction (VSMC) pathway, which adjusts
the diameter of blood vessels and the delivery of blood oxygen (fig. 7A). We also found nine positively selected genes
(PLIN2, TWIST1, KIF2A, PTPN9, SOCS2, NCOA3, STK17A,
PDGFD, and LONP1) regulating specific genes in the HIF-1
pathway, two genes (NF1 and HAND2) affecting the VEGF
signaling pathway, one gene (LONP1) influencing the glycolysis/gluconeogenesis pathway and two genes (NOSIP and
SPSB4) regulating the nitric oxide (NO) compound in the
VSMC pathway (fig. 7A). The network of these relevant pathways indicated that hypoxia-induced factors, angiogenesis,
vasodilatation and glycolysis metabolism are the most important factors that allow sheep to manage extreme hypoxic
environmental pressure. Furthermore, the functions of the
proposed pathway genes are related to the regulation of
the cardiovascular system and energy metabolism under
2584

hypoxic conditions in human and murine cells (e.g., Mora
et al. 2003; Tang et al. 2003; Kim et al. 2006; Jian et al. 2010;
Sawada et al. 2012; Pinti et al. 2015). For a detailed description
of the relevant functions of the pathway candidate genes,
please see supplementary information, Supplementary
Material online.
In addition, six candidate genes (FSTL1, PVR, EXT2, ALT4,
SOX6, and HAND2) ranking within the top 20 Z(FST) values
and two additional candidate genes (PDGFD and BMPR2;
supplementary table S20, Supplementary Material online)
were functionally involved in bone, muscle, craniofacial,
limb, skin, and embryonic development in vertebrates based
on the NCBI annotations and Ensembl databases as well as
previous functional studies in humans, mice and zebrafish (e.
g., Norton et al. 2005; Kayserili et al. 2009; Geng et al. 2011;
Long et al. 2015; supplementary information, Supplementary
Material online). These findings indicated that these genes
may have played a dominant role in regulating body morphology in Tibetan sheep, suggesting that selection on morphology is an important adaptive mechanism under the
plateau environment, which is consistent with the small
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FIG. 6. Analysis of the signatures of positive selection in the genome of sheep breeds from the Taklimakan Desert region. Genomic landscape of the
(A) XP-EHH values and (B) P-values in the LFMM analysis in the genome of Taklimakan Desert sheep. The genes visualized in (A) and (B) are the
candidate genes from the signaling pathways of Taklimakan Desert sheep in fig. 7B. (C) Number of candidate genes identified in Taklimakan Desert
sheep by the four methods listed in each of the Venn diagram components. Numbers in parentheses show the number of genes expected by
chance.

body size observed in Tibetan sheep (Du 2011; supplementary
fig. S12, Supplementary Material online).
Notably, we observed markedly higher Z(FST) and log2(hp
ratio) values (fig. 3C) but lower Tajima’s D values (fig. 3D) for
the target gene SOCS2 compared with those in the adjacent
genomic regions, indicating that a strong selective sweep occurred in this gene. SOCS2 encodes a member of the suppressor of cytokine signaling (SOCS) family. The SOCS family
proteins form part of a classical negative feedback system
that regulates cytokine signal transduction. An important
paralog of the SOCS2 gene, SOCS6, closely interacts with the
EPO gene, which regulates erythrocyte differentiation and
plays an important role in the classic HIF-1 pathway
(Stopka et al. 1998). Mutations in SOCS2 can cause primary
polycythemia, essential thrombocythemia, and cardiovascular
diseases (Rico-Bautista et al. 2006). Moreover, SOCS2 is one of
the main regulators of GH/IGF-1 signaling and has an important role in the regulation of growth and metabolism
(Turnley 2005). The inter-species NJ tree of SOCS2 sequences
revealed that three evolutionarily conserved nucleotides have
mutated in Tibetan sheep but remained invariant in other

sheep breeds and species (fig. 3E). The expression levels of
SOCS2 in sheep were significantly higher in the liver, a primary
organ for energy metabolism, than in other organs (fig. 3F). In
ruminants, the liver is mainly involved in gluconeogenesis
metabolism, which uses propionate (a volatile fatty acid) as
the source of carbon (Jiang et al. 2014). This may reflect the
importance of glycolysis and volatile fatty acids in the adaptation of sheep to plateau environments. Overall, our results
support that SOCS2 and its specific mutations are important
for the responses of Tibetan sheep to extreme high-altitude
stress through their regulation of the EPO gene in the HIF-1
pathway and contribution towards more efficient energy
metabolism.
We also found 22 significantly over-represented GO categories (binomial distribution test, P < 0.05) for Tibetan sheep
(supplementary table S24, Supplementary Material online).
The GO clusters were primarily associated with metabolic
processes (triacylglycerol, fatty acid, purine nucleobase, and
amino acid), oxidative phosphorylation, respiratory electron
transport chain and response to stimulus. These functional
clusters are biologically relevant to the plateau adaptations
2585
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because they are involved in energy metabolism, oxidation
reaction, and stress–response, which are important regulating
factors for animals to respond to extreme hypoxic
environments.
2586

Our integrated analyses provide the first evidence of hypoxia responses, energy metabolism, and body size changes
for sheep living at high plateaus. We detected several positively selected genes within or regulating the HIF-1 pathway.
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Adaptive Mechanisms in Desert Environments
Among the candidate genes for desert environment adaptations, four (ANXA6, GPX3, GPX7, and PTGS2) were located in
the arachidonic acid metabolism pathway, three (CPA3, CPVL,
and ECE1) were involved in the renin–angiotensin system
pathway and four (CALM2, CACNA2D1, KCNJ5, and COX2)
were located in the oxytocin signaling pathway (fig. 7B), and
they were all functionally related to regulating water retention and reabsorption in renal cells and blood vessels in the
kidney. In addition, we detected four genes (RAP1A, SLC4A4,
CPA3, and CPB1) that belonged to the pancreatic secretion
pathway and presented protein and carbohydrate digestion
and absorption functions (fig. 7B). Because of the extreme
xericity, the saline–alkaline soil and the poor food resources in
the focus environment, it is reasonable that these pathways
are functionally important for the adaptations of sheep to
desert environment stress. Moreover, the functions of the
pathway candidate genes are also explicitly related to desert
environment adaptations, such as renal vasodilation, ion
transmembrane transport, water–salt metabolism and bicarbonate absorption (e.g., Maquire et al. 1997; Breyer and Breyer
2000; Gatalica et al. 2008; supplementary information,
Supplementary Material online).
The target gene GPX3 has the largest Z(FST) value in the
Taklimakan Desert group. This gene exhibited much higher
Z(FST) and log2(hp ratio) values (fig. 4C) but lower Tajima’s D
values (fig. 4D) than adjacent genomic regions, indicating a
strong selective sweep. GPX3 belongs to the glutathione

peroxidase family, which is responsible for the detoxification
of hydrogen peroxide (Esworthy et al. 1991). Remarkably,
GPX3 is located in the arachidonic acid metabolism pathway,
one of the enriched pathways in their functional overrepresentation analysis (KEGG accession code 00590, P < 0.05),
and plays an important role in converting arachidonic acid
into 19(S)-HETE. Because 19(S)-HETE efficiently dilates renal
preglomerular vessels and stimulates water reabsorption
(Carroll et al. 1996; Jirimutu et al. 2012), it is reasonable to
assume that GPX3 is important for the survival of sheep in
desert environments. This finding is consistent with the results of a previous genomic study on Bactrian camel (Jirimutu
et al. 2012), in which the arachidonic acid metabolism pathway was reported to be an important molecular mechanism
for desert adaptations, indicating the occurrence of convergent evolution between sheep and Bactrian camel inhabiting
similar desert environments. Within the GPX3 gene, specific
allele of six SNPs in breeds from the Taklimakan Desert region
(i.e., BRK and LOP) had significantly higher frequencies than
those observed in the other breeds (fig. 4E), thereby suggesting the importance of specific advantageous alleles for sheep
living in desert environments. In addition, the expression
levels of GPX3 in the sheep and human tissues were significantly higher in the kidney and renal cortex (fig. 4F, supple
mentary fig. S13, Supplementary Material online), the primary
organs for water retention and reabsorption, than in other
organs, implying that GPX3 may play a central role in desert
environment adaptations.
We also identified 56 significantly over-represented GO
categories (binomial distribution test, P < 0.05) for sheep
breeds from the desert environments of the Taklimakan
Desert region (supplementary table S25, Supplementary
Material online). The GO clusters were primarily enriched
in the categories of organ (e.g., muscle organ) and system
(e.g., nervous system) development, metabolic process, and
response to stimulus, indicating the importance of body size,
energy optimization, and stress–response for sheep survival in
desert environments. In fact, the functions of these GO terms
are quite consistent with the small body size and high salinealkali tolerance (Du 2011) observed in sheep breeds from the
Taklimakan Desert region (e.g., BRK and LOP; supplementary
fig. S12, Supplementary Material online).

Adaptations to High-Altitude and Arid Environments
The functional enrichment analysis identified 24 and 67 significantly over-represented GO categories (binomial distribution test, P < 0.05) for high-altitude (supplementary table
S26, Supplementary Material online) and arid (supplementary
table S27, Supplementary Material online) environment
adaptations, respectively. The GO clusters were primarily associated with metabolism, catalytic activity and response to
stimulus in both environments (supplementary table S28,
Supplementary Material online). Although the specific metabolic mechanisms were not similar, for example, triacylglycerol/fatty acid/purine metabolism for the high-altitude
adaptations but RNA-related processes for the arid adaptations (supplementary table S28, Supplementary Material online), the contribution of metabolism for sheep survival in the
2587
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These genes may account for the significant differences in
hematologic parameters between Tibetan sheep and lowaltitude breeds (Jiang et al. 1991; Liu and Chen 2006). In addition, we found that the VEGF pathway downstream of HIF1 and the VSMC pathway also significantly contributed to the
plateau adaptations. The multiple pathways involved suggest
a complex genetic mechanism underlying hypoxia responses
in Tibetan sheep. In addition, we found that glycolysis is an
important mechanism of energy metabolism for sheep under
extreme hypoxic conditions, which is consistent with previous findings in the Tibetan antelope (Ge et al. 2013). Also,
lipid metabolism is a common mechanism for energy metabolism as observed in the over-represented GO terms from
our analyses of the high-altitude samples as well as from the
analyses of other species at high altitudes (Qiu et al. 2012; Cho
et al. 2013; Qu et al. 2013). Coupled with evidence from Tibetan
antelope (Ge et al. 2013), yak (Qiu et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2016),
and climate-mediated selection in sheep (Lv et al. 2014), our
results suggest that energy metabolism is a possible adaptive
mechanism for ruminants that inhabit the plateau environments. Consistent with the development-related genes identified here, the small body size of Tibetan sheep (Du 2011;
supplementary fig. S12, Supplementary Material online) is not
unexpected and indicates the importance of body size variations in the plateau adaptation. This result also provides additional evidence for the primary role of energy metabolism in
the adaptation of sheep to the plateau environments because
small body sizes require less energy consumption and represent
an advantageous phenotype at high elevations.

MBE
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Methodological Considerations
The strategy of combining alternative statistical approaches
to detect selective signatures can provide sound results
through decreasing the false-positive rates (Oleksyk et al.
2010; Frichot et al. 2013). In this study, we combine the FST,
hp ratio, XP-EHH, and LFMM methods for robust selection
results. The number of overlapping candidate genes among
different methods is significantly higher than those expected
by chance (figs. 5C and 6C). Although demographic factors,
crossbreeding, and artificial selection may potentially obscure
genomic patterns of selection, we believe that they would be
minimal in our study for the following reasons. First, we evaluated the genetic attributes of the candidate genes relative to
the genomic background. It is clear that the candidate genes
are much more strongly differentiated (supplementary fig.
S10, Supplementary Material online) than those at the
genome-wide scale. Also, the topology of the phylogenetic
trees based on the candidate genes (supplementary fig. S8,
Supplementary Material online) is distinct from that inferred
from the whole genome data (fig. 1E) and the scenario of
best-supported demographic model (fig. 2B). These two lines
of evidence indicate that the selective signatures identified
here are likely to reflect selection rather than demographic
changes which should have impacted across the whole genome. Second, as the three wild species were well located in
2588

separate clades from the native sheep in the phylogenetic tree
(fig. 1E) and no migration was detected between them (fig.
2C), outcrossing seems impossible to distort the genomic
selective sweep results. Similarly, crossbreeding is not likely
to impact the selective signals because only very low migration rates were observed between different groups (fig. 2B and
C, supplementary fig. S7, Supplementary Material online).
Third, artificial selection would impose a minimal effect, if
any, on the selective signatures since the samples used in
this study are all from old and autochthonous breeds, which
have inhabited local environments for several thousands of
years. Furthermore, only a small number of candidate genes
under the extreme environments were overlapped with the
416 published candidate genes under artificial selection in
sheep (supplementary table S29, Supplementary Material online), and none of the overlapped candidate genes was located in the proposed signaling pathways. Also, the selective
regions identified under each environment were only overlapped with two out of the 31 artificial-related sheep genomic
regions reported in Kijas et al. (2012). Taken together, these
results support the hypothesis that human-mediated artificial
selection has had only a slight effect, if any, on the candidate
genes reported here.

Conclusions
In conclusion, comparisons of the whole genomes of native
sheep from extreme environments and contrasting reference
conditions revealed a variety of novel genes, important pathways and GO categories associated with local adaptations of
sheep in plateau and desert environments. Specifically, the
candidate genes, pathways and GO terms were functionally
related to hypoxia responses in the plateau environment,
water reabsorption in the desert environment, and energy
metabolism and body size in both environments. These results advance our understanding of the genetic mechanisms
underlying the rapid adaptations of sheep and other livestock
species, particularly small ruminants to survive in similar extreme environments. The population genomic analyses of 77
Chinese native sheep and three wild species provided new
insights into sheep domestication, evolution, and demographic history. In particular, we found strong genomic evidence for the partitioning of Chinese native sheep into three
genetic groups (Qinghai–Tibetan, Yunnan–Kweichow, and
Northern and Eastern Chinese breeds) as well as for their
divergence and gene flow. We also detected climate-driven
population size fluctuations of ancestral sheep population
over the past million years. The genomic data generated in
this study will serve as a valuable resource for genomicsassisted breeding to develop new tolerant sheep breeds in
the face of global climate change.

Materials and Methods
Detailed descriptions of samples and methods are provided in
supplementary information, Supplementary Material online.
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high-altitude and arid environments was supported by at
least two lines of evidence. First, environmental factors (e.g.,
climate) can have a direct effect on herbivores (e.g., sheep),
such as their effect on thermoregulation (Parker and Robbins
1985), whereas plant quality and biomass are expected to
have indirect effects on herbivores (Mysterud et al. 2001,
2008). Indeed, a recent genomic study demonstrated the
considerable impact of climate on the energy metabolic adaptations across sheep breeds (Lv et al. 2014). In humans and
Drosophila melanogaster, several studies reported a correlation between energy metabolism and climate and latitude
(Oakeshott et al. 1988; Sezgin et al. 2004; Hancock et al. 2011).
Second, in the high-altitude adaptations, the candidate genes
SLC10A5 and GPCPD1 play potential roles in the metabolism
of lipids and the lipoprotein pathway based on the Reactome
database. Also, ENPP2 has a relevant function in the starch
and sucrose metabolism pathway, and NAT8 is located in the
glyceride metabolism pathway according to the KEGG database. Moreover, ME1 is functionally involved in the PPAR
pathway (KEGG), which activates a variety of downstream
lipid metabolism and energy metabolism pathways. Similarly,
in the arid adaptations, the candidate gene AKR1A1 is involved in glyceride metabolism and glycolysis pathways
(KEGG).
In addition, based on the annotations in the NCBI and
Ensembl databases, certain positively selected genes that are
functionally relevant to a specific environment (i.e., STK17A,
EIF2AK3, TMTC2, PTPN9, and MREG in high-altitude environments; RAB11FIP2, CPVL, and MFSD6 in arid environments)
could also facilitate high-altitude and arid adaptive processes
(supplementary information, Supplementary Material
online).
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Sample Preparation and Sequencing

Validation of the Called SNPs
To examine the accuracy of our SNPs, we first compared the
SNPs identified here with those from Build 143 of the sheep
dbSNP database in the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP, last
accessed November 12, 2015). We then compared the genotypes of the called SNPs with those on the Ovine 50K
BeadChip array (Illumina, San Diego, CA) for 33 native sheep
with available chip data. The chip-based SNPs were filtered
using the same criteria as those adopted in this study, and
genomic locations of the SNPs were adjusted according to the
sheep reference genome assembly Oar_v3.1.75.

Analyses of the ROHs, Inbreeding, and LD
We measured the regions of homozygosity (ROHs) for each
breed/group using the ‘runs of homozygosity’ function in the
program PLINK v1.07 (Purcell et al. 2007). We estimated the
value of identity-by-state (IBS) for all samples using the program PLINK v1.07 (Purcell et al. 2007). Based on the noninbred individuals (IBS < 0.9), we calculated the LD pattern
for different breeds via the squared correlation coefficient (r2)

between pairwise SNPs using the software Haploview v4.2
(Barrett et al. 2005).

Population Genetics Analysis
We conducted genetic diversity, population structure, and
demographic history analyses using the genotype likelihoods
(GL) and associated SNP calls calculated from the program
ANGSD v.0.902 (Analysis of Next Generation Sequencing
Data; Korneliussen et al. 2014). This strategy accounts for
genotype uncertainty by using GL and an ML estimate of
the site frequency spectrum (SFS; Nielsen et al. 2012) as a
prior information and thus can facilitate unbiased interpretations of low-coverage data. The pairwise nucleotide diversity
(hp) for each sheep breed/group was estimated using a
sliding-window approach (100-kb windows with 50-kb increments). An individual-based NJ tree was constructed for the
77 native sheep based on the p-distance, with either one
outgroup (i.e., O. a. musimon) or three outgroups (i.e., O. a.
musimon, O. a. polii, and C. ibex), using the software TreeBeST
v1.9.2 (http://treesoft.sourceforge.net/treebest.shtml, last
accessed August 6, 2013). A PCA analysis was performed on
an individual-scale for the 77 native sheep using the
smartpca program in the package EIGENSOFT v5.0
(Patterson et al. 2006). The population genetic structure
of the native sheep was examined via an expectation maximization algorithm implemented in the program FRAPPE
v1.170 (Tang et al. 2005). The number of assumed genetic
clusters K ranged from 2 to 9, with 10,000 iterations for each
run. Population genetic differentiation between the three
identified groups of sheep breeds (Qinghai–Tibetan,
Yunnan–Kweichow, and Northern and Eastern Chinese
breeds; see Results) was measured by pairwise FST values
(Weir and Cockerham 1984).

Demographic History and Population Admixture
Analyses
We used the PSMC (Li and Durbin 2011) method to estimate
changes in the effective population size (Ne) of sheep over the
last one million years. The PSMC analysis was implemented in
the two samples sequenced at a high read depth (ZNQ24 and
LOP41; each 42). The parameters were set as follows: N30 -t15 -r5 -p ‘4 þ 25*2 þ 4 þ 6’. An average mutation rate
(l) of 2.5  108 per base per generation and a generation
time (g) of 2 years (de Magalh~aes and Costa 2009) were used
for the analysis.
We also inferred the recent demographic history
(e.g., < 4,000 years) of the three identified sheep groups
(Qinghai–Tibetan, Yunnan–Kweichow, and Northern and
Eastern Chinese breeds; see Results) using the diffusion approximation for demographic inference (@a@i) approach
(Gutenkunst et al. 2009). To ensure selective neutrality, we
only considered the SNPs within the intergenic regions of
autosomal chromosomes. Five divergence models were constructed and tested, and the model with the highest loglikelihood value was considered to be optimal. The SFS of
all 80 samples and the 77 native sheep were estimated in
ANGSD (Nielsen et al. 2012; Korneliussen et al. 2014). A
population-level admixture analysis was conducted in the
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We sampled 77 Chinese native sheep (O. aries) that include
21 representative breeds adapted to various local environments, such as extreme environments from Tibetan area
on the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau (defined as ‘plateau’, altitude >4,000 m), high-altitude region (altitude >1,500 m),
Taklimakan Desert region (defined as ‘desert’, average annual
precipitation <10 mm) and arid zone (average annual precipitation <400 mm, representing arid and semi-arid regions;
Piao et al. 2010), as well as contrasting environments in
Eastern China (altitude <100 m and average annual precipitation >600 mm), low-altitude region (altitude <1,300 m)
and humid zone (average annual precipitation >400 mm,
representing humid and semi-humid regions; Piao et al.
2010; fig. 1A and B, supplementary tables S1 and S2,
Supplementary Material online). The environments encompassed here represent the typical environments that sheep
inhabit. In addition, we also collected three wild species of the
subfamily Caprinae, viz O. aries musimon from the Island of
Sappi, Finland (descendant from the population in the
Mediterranean Island of Sardinia), O. a. polii and C. ibex
from Kashgar, Xinjiang, China (one animal from each species;
supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). We
sequenced genomes of the 80 samples using next-generation
sequencing technology on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform
(Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). High-quality reads were
aligned against the reference sheep genome assembly Oar_
v3.1.75 using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA; Li and Durbin
2009) software. The program SAMtools v0.1.19 (Li et al. 2009)
was used to identify SNPs and short insertions and deletions
(indels, length <100 bp). The high-quality SNPs obtained here
were subsequently regarded as the ‘called high-quality SNPs’
and used in the SNP summary, regions of homozygosity, linkage disequilibrium, selective sweep, GO and target gene
analyses. The overall analysis pipeline is detailed in supplemen
tary figure S14, Supplementary Material online.
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TreeMix v.1.12 program (Pickrell and Pritchard 2012). The
program inferred the ML tree for 21 native sheep breeds
(77 individuals) and an outgroup (O. a. musimon), then the
residuals matrix was used to identify pairs of populations that
showed poor fits in the ML tree. These populations were
regarded as candidates around which we added potential
migration edges, and new arrangements of the ML tree accounting for migration events were generated (Pickrell and
Pritchard 2012). From one to 16 migration events were gradually added to the ML tree until 98% of the variance between
the breeds could be explained. The command was ‘-i input bootstrap -k 10000 -m migration events -o output’.

Genome-Wide Selective Sweep Test

Candidate Gene Analysis
Using the 77 native sheep, we constructed NJ trees and performed large-effect SNP analyses (i.e., nonsynonymous SNPs
in candidate genes) for the candidate genes of Tibetan sheep
and Taklimakan Desert region breeds. We also compared the
Z(FST) and log2(hp ratio) values of the selective genomic regions with those at the whole-genome scale for the sheep
from Tibet, the Taklimakan Desert region, high-altitude areas
and arid zones. The overlap between the candidate genes
identified in the extreme environments and the predefined
gene panel (i.e., the previously published candidate genes in
2590
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The sequencing data reported in this article are available
upon request for research purpose.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary information, figures S1–S16, and tables
S1–S30 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online
(http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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We calculated the genome-wide distribution of FST values
(Weir and Cockerham 1984) and hp ratios (i.e., hp-Control/
hp-Tibetan, hp-Control/hp-Taklimakan Desert, hp-Low-altitude/hp-High-altitude, and hp-Humid/hp-Arid) for four extreme-control group
pairs, which included the Tibetan group versus the Control
group (Hu sheep and Wadi sheep, five samples from each
breed from Eastern China), the Taklimakan Desert group
versus the Control group, the High-altitude group versus
the Low-altitude group and the Arid group versus the
Humid group (supplementary table S2, Supplementary
Material online), using a sliding-window approach (100-kb
windows with 50-kb increments). The FST values were Ztransformed, and the hp ratios were log2-transformed. We
considered the windows with the top 5% values for the
Z(FST) and log2(hp ratio) simultaneously as the candidate
outliers under strong selective sweeps. All of the outlier windows were assigned to corresponding SNPs and genes.
Furthermore, we estimated the cross-population extended
haplotype homozygosity (XP-EHH; Sabeti et al. 2007) statistic
for the Tibetan group and the Taklimakan Desert group, using
the Control group as a reference. The genetic map was assumed to be 1 cM/Mb for the sheep genome (Kijas et al.
2012). Also, we used the program LFMM (Frichot et al. 2013)
to calculate the correlations between the genetic variants of
native sheep and climate variables (i.e., altitude and precipitation). The z scores for all variants were calculated using a
burn-in of 100, 1,000 sweeps, and K ¼ 3 latent factors on the
basis of the results from the population structure analyses.
The threshold for identifying candidate genes in the XP-EHH
and LFMM analyses was set to the top 5% and top 1% percentile outliers, respectively.

other mammalian species under similar extreme environments) was compared with the overlap expected by chance.
We performed GO and functional pathway analyses on
the candidate genes (i.e., all of the annotated genes in the
outlier windows with the top 5% Z(FST) and log2(hp ratio)
values) using the PANTHER Classification System version 10
(Mi et al. 2013, 2016). We also positioned the candidate genes
on known KEGG pathways (http://www.kegg.jp, last accessed
October 16, 2015) and Reactome pathways (http://www.reac
tome.org, last accessed October 16, 2015). The functions of
the candidate genes were consulted based on the annotations
in the NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, last accessed
October 2, 2015) and Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org,
last accessed October 2, 2015) databases. The expression levels of the candidate genes from the proposed network of
pathways (see Results) in different sheep organs were examined based on four functional genomics experiments in the
EBI Gene Expression Atlas database (Petryszak et al. 2014).
For the target genes, that is, SOCS2 in Tibetan sheep
and GPX3 in Taklimakan Desert region breeds, we compared the Z(FST) and log2(hp ratio) values of the two target genes with their adjacent genomic regions and
examined the expression levels of the target genes in
specific sheep and human tissues using the EBI Gene
Expression Atlas database (Petryszak et al. 2014). As
Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) value is an informative indicator
of selective signature, we used Tajima’s D to test the target genes. Furthermore, we constructed an inter-species
NJ tree for the SOCS2 gene based on the orthologous
sequences of 12 other vertebrates, and summarized the
allele frequencies of the SNPs in the GPX3 gene across the
native sheep breeds.
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